Predictors of postextraction complications in HIV-positive patients.
The purpose of this study was to identify factors associated with an increased risk for post-tooth-extraction complications in a sample of HIV-positive patients. A cohort of HIV-positive patients who required the extraction of one or more teeth was enrolled. The predictor variables were grouped into the following sets: demographics; medical and social history; preoperative clinical findings; preoperative laboratory measures (hematologic, immunologic, and nutritional); and treatment. The outcome variable was defined as the presence or absence of a complication following tooth extraction. Logistic regression techniques were used to identify variables associated with an increased risk for complications following tooth extraction. During the enrollment period, 76 HIV-positive patients were enrolled into the study cohort. Seventeen patients (22.4%) had postoperative complications. Based on the bivariate statistical analyses, variables associated with the presence of postoperative complications were red blood cell count, CD8 count, total number of positive sites tested using cell-mediated immunity skin tests, and extraction technique (p < or = 0.05). Using a stepwise logistic regression technique, the variable identified as being predictive of postoperative complications was the CD8 count (p = 0.02). The post-tooth-extraction complication rate of the HIV-positive patients in this study sample was greater than the rate reported in most other studies (22% vs. 3%-5%). The complications, however, were minor and easily treated. The variable consistently identified with an increased risk for complications was the CD8 count: the lower the CD8 count, the higher the risk for complications. The CD8 count, however, had poor predictive value. In acute clinical situations--for example, in cases of patients with significant dental pain--the results suggest that delaying treatment to obtain laboratory studies may be of little clinical value. It may be appropriate to proceed with suitable, definitive procedure(s) to alleviate symptoms.